The order of correspondence authors was incorrectly provided as "Xiangfeng Wang, <sysbio@cau.edu.cn>" and "Weiguo Miao, <miao@hainu.edu.cn>" in the Correspondence section. The correct order should be "Weiguo Miao, <miao@hainu.edu.cn>" and "Xiangfeng Wang, <sysbio@cau.edu.cn>."

Also, in the published article, the RNA-seq sequence number SRP158299 was removed by mistake from the "Accession Numbers" section. The correct Accession Numbers statement should read as follows:

"The *O. heveae* genome and RNA-seq sequences have been deposited in GenBank/DDBJ/EMBL under the accession codes of [QVIK00000000](QVIK00000000) and [SRP158299](SRP158299), respectively."

The authors apologize for these errors and state that they do not change the scientific conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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